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Citations 1 In higher mathematics, this term is sometimes used to signify
a manifold with a locally flat structure. 2 Adverbs, or adverbial phrases,
are words, phrases, or clauses that modify a verb, a preposition, or other
adverb. In some languages, adverbs are not considered part of the main
clause, but are considered modifiers to other parts of the sentence. 3
Chinese is a language in which there are no definite articles, but the
possessive pronoun is suffixed to the possessive adjectives to indicate
possession, much like English's suffix "s." 4 The plus-or-minus is the
standard index notation of Greek trigonometry, which requires that the
angles themselves must be positive. Diocletian is a historical Roman
Emperor of the 3rd century AD who forced the Christian church to adopt
and enforce formal uniformity. Van Dijck argues that movements such as
post-structuralism, postmodernism and deconstructionist theory have a
weak form of post-structuralism in their preoccupation with the process
of questioning the distinction between representation and reality. The
Czarist secret police was called the Okhrana in Russian and the Cheka in
Ukrainian and Hungarian. The Yucatán fincas were a series of large
landholdings in which the Spanish government required Hacienda lands
to support the empress and the court at the Alcázar de Colón in Madrid.
The philosopher Jacques Derrida defines deconstruction as a "two-way
traffic with the other, which is to say with something other than me, of
which I am not the object but the beneficiary." The word "schematisation"
is now somewhat used (in British English) to refer to the process of
transforming an element of an electronic circuit into a software
implementation. The misna was the marker pen used by medieval Arabic
scribes. The van Leer stochastic collocation method approximates the
solution of ordinary differential equations using collocation around a set
of points within an interval. The name
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